1. What did Kay mean when he said Rand tablet and it's GRAIL system was the first interface that he felt intimate with?
2. Why did the students want to use cursive fonts (those that resemble handwriting)?
3. What are the three types of literacy that Kay talked about?
4. Describe the different mentalities that Kay was talking about?
5. What does the phrase "doing with images makes symbols" mean?
6. What about Inner Tennis and the 60 minutes program did Kay find so relevant?
7. Why do new touch screen notebooks open so that the user can orient the screen (actually the back) so that it lies flat on a tabletop?
8. What did Kay mention about Smalltalk that suggested it was an example of a virtuality?

All homework solutions must be typed - 12pt, double-spaced.

Remember, a solution handed in late is accessed a 20% penalty. Your homework must be passed in BEFORE class begins – otherwise it's late. A solution passed in after the class following it’s due date will be given a 0 grade.